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Completely bounded maps and hypo-Dirichlet algebras 
R. G. DOUGLAS and V. I. PAULSEN 
1. An important result of VON NEUMANN [16] is the theorem that the closed 
unit disk D~ is a spectral set for every contraction T defined on a complex Hilbert 
space SZ.-NAGY showed in [25] that every contraction T possesses a unitary dila-
tion U on some larger Hilbert space it, and thus obtained an alternate proof of 
this. The investigation of the relation of T and U forms the basis for [26]. In [24] 
SZ.-NAGY also proved that an invertible operator T satisfying sup {||Tk\\: °° 
is similar to a unitary operator. His question of whether the assumption that 
sup {117*11: k= 1,2, ...}< implies that T is similar to a contraction was shown 
to have a negative answer by FOGUEL [6]. HALMOS then reformulated the question 
[11] to ask if every polynomially bounded operator is similar to a contraction. 
All of these results and questions can be reformulated to involve mappings 
from a function algebra A to the algebra £ (§ ) of bounded operators on a Hilbert 
space Von Neumann's result concerns the extendibility of the mapping p(z)— 
-*p(T) to a contractive unital homomorphism from the disk algebra A(D) to 
£(§>). Sz.-Nagy's theorem shows that every such map dilates to a *-homomorphism 
from C(#D) to £(&) for some Hilbert space SI containing Halmos' question asks 
whether every bounded unital homomorphism (p from to £ (§ ) is similar to 
a contractive unital homomorphism. ANDO [ 2 ] has shown that Sz.-Nagy's dilation 
theorem generalizes to the bidisk algebra ^!(D2), and on the basis of PARROTT'S 
example [ 1 7 ] , one can show that this is false for A(JW) for 2 (cf. [ 2 6 ] ) . VARO-
POULOS showed in [28] that the analogous result is also false for the ball algebra 
A(B") for » > 2 . 
The above results form the core of dilation theory and the theory of spectral 
sets. Dilation theory is concerned with which linear maps from a function algebra 
to £ ($ ) dilate to a representation of a self-adjoint algebra containing the function 
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algebra, on some possibly larger Hilbert space. The theory of spectral sets is con-
cerned with determining when a particular set Q is spectral for an operator T and 
if it is, deciding whether or not T possesses a normal dilation whose spectrum is 
contained in dQ, i.e., a di2-normal dilation. That is, deciding whether or not the 
induced contractive homomorphism, r(z)—r(T), on the uniform closure R(Q) of 
the rational functions with poles off Q, dilates to C (dQ). 
FOIAS in [ 7 ] and then independently BERGER [ 4 ] and LEBOW [ 1 3 ] (cf. SARASON [ 2 1 ] ) 
showed that if R(Q) is a Dirichlet algebra on dQ, then all unital contractive homo-
morphisms on R(Q) dilate to C(dQ). 
In this paper we investigate problems for mappings from function algebras 
defined for finitely connected domains in C. Such domains yield algebras R(Q) 
which are hypo-Dirichlet. We show, in Section 2, that operators having such domains 
as spectral sets are similar to operators which have a normal dilation. We prove, more 
generally, that all unital contractive homomorphisms of hypo-Dirichlet algebras are 
similar to homomorphisms that dilate. 
While these results still leave open the question of whether or not operators 
having such domains as spectral sets have normal dilations, other results suggest 
that perhaps this is the wrong question. The search for criteria which insure that a 
set is spectral has been in some ways unsuccessful. SHIELDS [33] remarks that for 
an invertible operator T, the annulus with radii determined by the norms of T and 
R _ 1 need not be spectral for T. In [ 1 4 ] , MISRA shows that this occurs even when T 
is a 2 by 2 matrix. However, in Section 3, we show that such an operator is always 
similar to an operator for which the original annulus is spectral, and which more-
over possesses a normal dilation. Thus, criteria for a set to be a spectral set, up to 
similarity, can be more readily obtainable. An analogous phenomenon occurs for 
all multiply connected domains—adding a similarity allows one to consider simpler 
domains. 
In [3], ARVESON reformulated dilation theory and generalized some of the pre-
vious results. If (p is a linear mapping from a function algebra A to 2(§) , then there 
is a natural linear mapping cp„ from M„(A) to Mn(fi(§))^ £ (§ ® C"), where M„(A) 
denotes the algebra of nXn matrices with entries from A, defined by applying <p 
entrywise. If <p is bounded, then so is cp„ and ||(p||S||<p2||;g|]<pa|]S..., but it is not 
necessarily true that ||<pJ = IMI o r even that the sequence of norms is uniformly 
bounded. When it is, the map is said to be completely bounded and we set 
1]<p||c(=sup {HqjJ : n= 1, 2, ...}. The map is said to be n-contractive if | | < p j a n d 
completely contractive if it is n-contractive for all n. 
Generalizing earlier work of STINESPRING [ 2 3 ] , ARVESON showed in [ 3 ] that 
a unital contractive map is dilatable if and only if it is completely contractive. More-
over, he showed that all unital contractive maps on Dirichlet algebras are com-
pletely contractive, thus generalizing the results of Sz.-Nagy and Foiaj—Berger— 
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Lebow. Ando's result shows that all unital contractive homomorphisms on the 
bidisk algebra are completely contractive, but the question for unital contractive 
linear maps is open. 
In Section 4, we show that Arveson's result on Dirichlet algebras does not 
extend to hypo-Dirichlet algebras. We give an example for the annulus algebra of a 
unital contraction which is not even a 2-contraction, although we leave unanswered 
the question for homomorphisms. (See Note added in proof.) 
A necessary condition that a homomorphism be similar to a dilatable homo-
morphism is that it be completely bounded. Extending the work of A R V E S O N [ 3 ] , 
and H A D W I N [ 1 0 ] , the second author has shown that this is also sufficient [ 1 8 ] (see 
also, [ 9 ] , [ 3 1 ] , [ 3 2 ] ) . In fact, if cp is a unital completely bounded homomorphism 
then there is always a similarity S, with ||5|| • US'-1!! =|M| c 6 such that ScpS'1 is 
completely contractive [19]. Thus, in particular an operator Tis similar to a contrac-
tion if and only if the mapping p(z)—p(T) extends to be completely bounded on 
J(D). The problem of whether T being polynomially bounded implies that the 
resulting map is completely bounded is still unsolved. 
2. A uniformly closed unital subalgebra A of C(X) is said to be hypo-Dirichlet 
of codimension n, if the closure <s of A+A is of finite codimension n in C(X). 
A Dirichlet algebra is obviously hypo-Dirichlet as is the algebra R(Q) generated 
by the rational function on a finitely connected domain in C. We consider in this 
section the problem of dilating unital contractive mappings from a hypo-Dirichlet 
algebra A to £(§). In Section 4 we present an example showing that Arveson's 
result doesn't extend even to the annulus algebra although our example is not a 
homomorphism. We show instead that for <p: A—£(§) a unital contraction, one 
has \\<p\\cb^2n+l, where n is the codimension of <3 in C(X). In particular, this 
implies that if cp: A -«-£(§) is a unital contractive homomorphism,. then there 
exists an invertible operator S such that | |S -1 | | ||5|| S 2 « + 1 and the mapping 
<pt: A-~ £(£>) defined by 
<Pi(f) = s-^cns 
is dilatable to C(X). 
We begin with the following lemma about bases in finite dimensional Banach 
spaces. 
Lemma 2.1. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and let l£(£QA be a self-adjoint 
subspace of codimension n. Then for every E>0 there exists a positive map Q: A—S 
and a positive linear functional s on <5 such that | | e | | ^n-f l+E, | | s j |s«+e, and 
e ( f ) = / + « ( / ) • 1 for f in S . 
Proof . Let n: A-~A/<5 be the quotient map. It is not difficult to show that 
there exist self-adjoint linear functionals flt 1'2, ..., fn on A/<5 and self-adjoint ele-
10 
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ments h^, h'2, ...,h'n in Al<5 which form a basis, such that 11̂ 11=11̂ 11 = 1 and 
l'j(hj)=S,j, the Kronecker delta. Let ftl5 h^,..., h„ be self-adjoint elements in A such 
that n(hi)=h'i and ||A,||^l+e/n. Also, let li=l\on, so that <5={f£A: /,(/)=0, 
/ = 1 , 2 , . . . , « } with №11 = 1 and /,(*,)=*„. 
By[20,1.14.3] we can write I ^ p t - q , , where I Ia I I^ I IMsSl and ¡1^+^,11 S i 
with pi and qt positive linear functional in A. For every g in A 
f=g-2h(g)ht, i=1 
is in 8 . We define a positive map q: A—S by 
e(g) = g+ 2 qi(g)m\+hd + 2 PiigKM-hi). i=1 1=1 
Since each of the three expressions defines a positive map, we need only check that 
n 
the range of q is contained in S. An easy calculation shows for g=f+ 2h(s)K 
>=i 
that e(g)=f+ 2(pt(8)+9i(g))M- If we set s(g)= ± (Pi(g)+1i(g))M, then i=l 1 = 1 
¡=i 
and e(f)~f+s(f) -1 f o r / i n S. Finally, since Q is positive we have ||g|| =| |e(l) | | = 
= | l + j ( l ) | | S n + l + « . 
Theorem 2.2. If AQC(X) is a hypo-Dirichlet algebra of codimension n, and 
q>: A—2(§i) is a unital contraction, then \\(p\\cb^2n+1. 
Proof . Fix e>0, let <5 be the closure of A+A in C(X) and let q: C(X)-~<5 
and s be as in the previous Lemma. If we extend (p to (p: <»—£(§) by &(f+g)= 
=<p(f)+<p(g)*, then <p will be positive by [3, pp. 152—153]. Thus <poq: C(X)-~ 
- •£ (§ ) is positive and hence completely positive [23]. Finally f o r / i n A, we have 
<p(f) = v ° e ( f ) - s ( f ) - h 
so that, 
since cpog and s are completely positive (see [3, Proposition 1.2.10]). 
Coro l l a ry 2.3. If AQC(X) is a hypo-Dirichlet algebra of codimension n, and 
<p: A—2(§) is a unital contractive homomorphism, then <p is similar to a homo-
morphism that dilates to C(X). Furthermore, the similarity S may be chosen such 
that | | S ! | . . ! | S - M | 3 2 B + 1 . 
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C o r o l l a r y 2.4 Let Q be a spectral set for T in £(§) with R(Q) a hypo-Dirichlet 
subalgebra of C(dQ) of codimension n. Then there exists an invertible operator S 
on § with HSU •I | ,S- 1 | | s2n+l such that S^TS has a dQ-normal dilation. 
We are unable to determine whether these results are the best one can do even 
in the case of the annulus. 
3. As we mentioned in the first section the prototypical example of a hypo-
Dirichlet algebra is R(Q) for (2 the closure of a finitely connected domain in C. 
As might be expected a more natural proof of Corollary 2.4 is possible in this case 
which has other consequences that we explore. We make no attempt at working 
with the most general domains possible. 
A compact subset Q of C is said to be a .K-spectral set for T in £(£>) if a (T) g Q 
and | |/(T)| | ^K\\f\\ for / in R(Q), where | | / | | denotes the supremum norm on 
dQ. We call Q a complete K-spectral set for T if, in addition, 
for all matrices ( / ; j) in M„(R(Q)), where IK/-,;)!! denotes the supremum of the 
matrix norm on dQ and (f¡j(T)) denotes the operator in M„(2(§))=£ ( § ® C"). 
For K= 1 we obtain the usual notion of spectral or complete spectral set. 
We will need also to consider certain unbounded subsets of C. If Q is a closed 
unbounded subset of C, then we let R(Q) denote the function algebra obtained 
from the uniform closure of the rational functions on Q with poles ofiF Q and which 
vanish at infinity. We shall call such an Q a (complete) K-spectral set for T provided 
that the above inequalities hold for a l l / i n R(Q) ((//, ,) in M„(R(Q))). 
We shall call a compact subset Q of C a Dirichlet algebra domain if 
{ R e ( / ) : f^R(Q)} is uniformly dense in the algebra of real-valued continuous 
functions on dQ. More generally, we shall call an arbitrary closed subset Q a Dirichlet 
algebra domain if there is a A in C\Q such that the compact set 
FI^ = { ( Z - / ) - ' : Z € ß } U { 0 } 
is a Dirichlet algebra domain. 
We record the following facts about these "unbounded" Dirichlet domains for 
further use. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.1. Let Q be a closed subset of C containing a neighborhood of 
infinity and let X be in C\Q. 
(i) 7/Í2 is a (complete) K-spectral set for T, then Í2¿ 1 is a (complete) {2K+1)-
spectral set for (J—A)-1. i : 
(ii) If Q^1 is a (complete) K-spectral set for (T—X)~1, then Q is a (complete) 
K-spectral set for T. . 
10» 
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(iii) The set Q is a spectral set for T if and only if Q^1 is a spectral set for (T—k)~l. 
(iv) If Q is a Dirichlet algebra domain, then Q is a spectral set for T if and only 
if Q is a complete spectral set for T. 
Proof . If Q is a X-spectral set for T, then for every/ in ^(Q^1) , with / ( 0 ) = 0 , 
g(z) =/((z—A) ~ *) is in R(Q) and hence, 
[¡/((r-A)-1)!! = \\g(T)\\ =s A:|!g|| = K\\f\\. 
Now, i f / is an arbitrary element of R(Q^) , then, 
| | / ( ( r -A)- i ) | | ^ | | / ( ( r - A ) " i ) - / ( 0 ) / | | + I / ( 0 ) / | 1)1/11. 
The proofs of the "complete" case and of (ii) are similar. If Q is a spectral 
set for T, and / i s in «(Or 1) , with | | / j | s s l , let x=f(0) and let <px(z)=(z-x)/(l-xz) 
be the conformal mapping of the disc into itself that carries x to 0. We have that 
\\q>xof\\ <1, and since cpxof(Q)=Q, by the calculations above, 
| | ^ o / ( ( r - l ) - i ) | | < 1. 
But now by von Neumann's inequality, 
| | / ( ( r - A ) - 0 | | = \\<P-xocpxof((T-X)^)\\ < 1. 
This conformal mapping technique was introduced by WILLIAMS [ 3 0 ] . (iv) follows 
easily from the case of bounded domain using (ii). 
We shall call a compact subset Q of C decomposable if Q= Pi Qj (possibly 
infinite), Qj is a Dirichlet algebra domain and there is a constant K such that for any 
n and / in M„(R(Q)), we can write f — ^ f j (norm convergent) with f j in 
Mn(R(Qj)) and 
Z l f j W ^ K W f l 
We shall let Ka denote the minimum of such constants K. We show the use-
fulness of this notion after establishing that nice finitely connected subsets of C are 
decomposable. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.2. If Q is a compact subset of C such that C\Q consists of 
finitely many open connected subsets whose boundaries are disjoint and each is a 
rectifiable simple closed curve, then Q is decomposable. 
Proof : Let C \ i 2 = J 0 U d 1 U . . . w i t h J„ the connected component of 
infinity and let rt=dAt be given a parametrization such that r = U f j has winding 
number 1 for every point in the interior of Q and 0 for every point in C\Q. Let 
i 2 i = C \ d { so that Q{ is a Dirichlet algebra domain and Q0 is bounded. 
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For X in the interior of Q and / i n Mk(R(Q)), let 
fj(X)=(l/2ni) J(/(z)/(z — X)) dz r j 
n 
so that / ( ! ) = 2 f j ( X ) f°r X in Q. Note that f} clearly extends to a continuous func-1-0 
tion on r f for i7±j and hence to a continuous function in by letting fj(X)= 
=f(X)— 2 fi(X). Moreover, f0 is analytic on the interior of i20, continuous on 
Q0 and hence in Mk(R(Q0)) [8, Chapter VIII, 8.4]. Similarly, for zVO, / is in 
Mk(R(Qd). 
Now for fixed X in T,-, i^j, 
where |r,-| is the length of f ; and d(rt, r j ) denotes the usual distance between 
and Tj. Finally, for X in Tj, we have 
l/j(A)l 3» 11/11 + 2 IIm\ ^0+2" d(r„Tj)-1 • 011/11 ' 
and thus ^ | | / | | = ^ | | / | | which completes the proof. 
In [14] an example is given of an operator T for which {z: ^ I s / ^ } and 
{z: |z|^i?0} are both spectral sets for T, while the annulus {z: |Z| ^ JRx} is 
not a spectral set for T. The use of decomposability shows that no such example 
can exist if we consider X-spectral sets instead. 
Theorem 3.3. Let Q be decomposable with Q= P| Qj. If each Qj is a (com-
jsi 
plete) Kj -spectral set for T and si^p then there exists a K such that Q is a 
(complete) K-spectral set for T. 
Moreover, if each Qj is a spectral set for T, then Q is a complete Kn-spectral 
set for T. 
Proo"frLer/be"iiTM f c(«(i2))"andwrite / = 2 " A ~ w i t h } } in~M t(i?(i^))7Tf 
j 
we set M=supKj, then 
U(T)\\ ^ 2 \\fj(T)L ^ MKQu\\ 
J 
from which the first result follows. 
If each Qj is spectral for T, then since each Qj is a Dirichlet algebra domain, 
it is completely spectral by Proposition 3.1. Hence for / in Mk(R(Q)) we have 
\ \ f ( T ) l ^ 2 i f j ( T ) i ^ K 0 t f i 
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Coro l l a ry 3.4. If Q=C\Qj is decomposable and each Qj is spectral for T, 
then there exists an invertible operator S with ||S-1H • HSU ^KQ such that S~1TS 
has a dQ-normal dilation. 
Proof . Apply the Theorem together with [18]. 
We note that if (2 is decomposable and spectral for T then the hypotheses of 
Corollary 3.4 are certainly met. Thus we obtain that for Q a "nice" n-holed domain 
whose holes are separated, then up to similarity every spectral operator is 
dilatable. The hypothesis that the holes of Q are separated is necessary only 
for the proof we gave and many domains not satisfying this are decomposable. 
For example, the domain i2=i2oni21 ; where Q0={z: |z |s2}fl{z: | z + l | s l } and 
i2x={z: | z - 3 / 4 | s l / 4 } n { z : | z -5 /4 | ^ l /4} is decomposable with Dirichlet algebra 
domains Q0 and By combining these techniques with the M L A K decomposition 
theorem [15], one can extend considerably the class of sets for which spectral implies 
similar to a dilatable operator. However, it is not clear at this time whether or not 
these techniques yield any sets Q for which R(Q) is not hypo-Dirichlet. It would 
also be interesting to have more particular information on the decomposability con-
stant Kn versus the value 2n+1 in the hypo-Dirichlet case. 
We conclude this section with a different application of the notion of decom-
posability. 
Coro l l a ry 3.5. If T is a bounded invertible operator on § for which there 
exist invertible operators S± and S2 satisfying 
||Sf ^ S J a and IS^T^SJi tZ P, 
then there exists an invertible operator S such that both 
• IS-^SII si a and [¡5'-17'-14S|l 3 
Proof . If oc/?r§l, then o(T)Q{z: |z|=Sa} and ofT-^Qiz: |z | s / i} which 
implies that 
o(T) Q {z: p-1 si |z| S a} and hence « 0 = 1 . 
Setting R=a.~1T we have that H/TH^IIST1!! HSVH and \\R-"\\ sHS^II 11^0 for 
0. Therefore, by the result of S Z . - N A G Y [24] there exists an invertible operator 
S such that £ ~ 1RS is unitary which implies that ¡ S ^ T i H ^ a and \\S-1T-1S\\^p. 
If a/J>l, then Q0—{z: \z\Sa} is a spectral set for S^1TSl, and hence a 
complete spectral set since £20 is a Dirichlet algebra domain. This implies for 
/ i n Mk(R(Q0)) that 
j / ( r ) l = B(S1®l»)/i5'1-17,S1)(S,1®lJi)-1l ^ IIVIII Sill/11 ; 
and so Q0 is a complete (HSf1! ||^ID-spectral set for T. Similarly, i2x={z: Izl^/S"1} 
is a complete (US^H ||^ID-spectral set for T. Therefore, by Theorem 3.3, i3=i2oni31 , 
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is a complete AT-spectral set for T for some K. Again applying [18], we have that 
there exists an invertible operator S with US'-1!! [|5|| kK and such that Q is a 
complete spectral set for S~1TS. In particular, this implies that | | S - 1 r iS | | ^a and 
One difficulty mitigating the usefulness of results on dilating completely bounded 
maps is the lack of uniqueness. However, even in the class of operators for which 
the annulus is a complete spectral set and hence dilatable, there is no uniqueness 
to the normal dilation as was observed in [1]. In the next section we pursue a more 
restrictive notion of dilation on the annulus for which uniqueness persists. 
4. In this section we show that even for the annulus algebra R(A), the analogue 
of Arveson's result for Dirichlet algebras is false. Namely, we show that there exists 
a unital contractive linear map <p: R(A)-<-£(§>) which is not completely contractive. 
We remind the reader that in this case the closure of the real parts of the rational 
functions on A with poles off^4 is a subspace of codimension one in the algebra of 
continuous real-valued functions on dA. 
We begin by tying together some results on completely positive maps. The 
equivalence of statements (1) to (5) is certainly known [3], while (6) is based on an 
idea of CHOI [5]. Recall that a linear map q> defined from a self-adjoint subspace <5 of 
a C*-algebra A to £ (§ ) is said to be completely positive if (p„: M„(S)-»£(§® C„) 
is positive for n= 1,2,3 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.1. Let A be a unital C*-algebra, 1691 <zA a subalgebra and 
let <3=91+91* (or its closure). Then the following are equivalent: 
(\) Every unital contraction <p: 91—£(§) is a complete contraction, 
(2) Every unital, positive (p: <3—£(§) is completely positive, 
(3) Every positive cp: <3—£(§) is completely positive, 
(4) For all n, every unital positive cp: <3 — M„ is completely positive, 
(5) For all n, every positive cp: <3—M„ is completely positive, and 
(6) For all n, the convex hull /i(S+<g>M+) of {f®p: /6<3+, />€M+} is norm 
dense in (<3<2>M„)+. 
Proof . The fact that (2) implies (1) follows from [3, Proposition i.2.8 and 
Theorem 1.2.9]. The equivalence of (2) and (4) follows from restricting § and <p 
to finite dimensional subspaces. Similarly (3) and (5) are equivalent. The equivalence 
of (4) and (5) follows by considering cp(l)=R, restricting to the subspace where 
it is invertible and replacing q> by R~llis<p(')R~112. Since 91 is a subalgebra, by von 
Neumann's inequality, unital positive maps on (3 are contractive on 91 and so (1) 
implies (2). • • • 
We now establish the equivalence of (5) and (6). To do this we need to' recall 
that there is a one to one correspondence between -linear maps from <3 into Mn 
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and linear functionals on <o®M„, such that under this correspondence a linear 
map is completely positive if and only if the associated linear functional is positive 
[12] (see also [22]). For cp: <S—M„ a linear map, the corresponding linear func-
tional sv is given by s<l,((fij))=2 <p(fi,j)i,j, where the outer subscript indicates 
taking the (i,y")-th entry of the matrix. 
Now if cp is positive,/is in S + , p is in M+, and we set Q=<p(f), then 
s<p(f®P) = 2 Pi, jVi, j 
which is easily recognizable as the sum of the entries of the Schur product (Pi t jq i t^ 
of p and Q. Since the Schur product of positive matrices is positive and since the 
sum of the entries of a positive matrix is positive, we have that sq>(f®p)^0. Hence, 
if cp is positive, then s9 is positive on every thing in the convex hull A(S + ®Af+) 
of {f®p: / £ S + , p£M:}. Thus, when h(<5+®M+) is dense in (S®ikfB)+ , s9 
will be positive and consequently, cp will be completely positive. 
Conversely, if A(S+<g>M+) is not dense, then choose a linear functional s 
which is positive on h ( & + b u t negative somewhere on (S®M„) + . If 
<ps: S - * M n is the associated linear map from (5 to M„, then (ps is not completely 
positive. However, if / is in S + and x=(x l 5 x2, ..., x„) is a vector in C", then 
(<Ps(f)x, x) = 2 <Pstf)u • Xjx,- = s(f®p) s 0, 
where p=(xixj) is a matrix in M+. Thus cp is positive but not completely positive. 
One advantage of this result is that it allows one to replace problems involving 
the selection of measures, by problems involving the approximation of matrix-
valued functions. As an example of this we present a new proof of the well-known 
result that every positive map on C (X) is completely positive [23]. 
Coro l l a ry 4.2. Every positive map cp: C(X)—£(§) is completely positive. 
& 
Proof . It is enough by the Proposition to show that p in (C(X)®M„)+ can 
be approximated by a sum 2fiPu when ft is in C(X)+ and pt is in M+. To this 
end fix e > 0 and choose a finite open covering {[/¡J of X such that for x, y in Uj 
we have ||/?(x)— /»0>)|| <e. Let ...,f„ be a positive partition of unity of X sub-
ordinate to the Uj's. Fix points Xj in U}, set pj=p(xj) and note that 
We remark that if one were interested in the question of when a unital fc-con-
tractive (A:-positive) map is completely contractive (positive), there is an appropriate 
analogue of Proposition 4.1. One just replaces contractive by ¿-contractive and 
positive by ¿-positive in (1) to (4) and h(<5+®M*) by a bigger set (a set which 
contains, in particular, all elements of the form, / © 0 w i t h / i n (<5®M£)). The 
standard results; such as, the fact that every ¿-positive map of C(X)®Mk is com-
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pletely positive can then be proved along the same lines as that for Corollary 4.2. 
Further analogous results for C*-algebras having only finite dimensional irreducible 
representations of bounded dimension can also be obtained. 
We turn our attention now to the annulus A={z: .R0^|z|S.R1}, where 
OcRyc/ix and let S denote the closure of in C(dA). It was proved 
in [29] that S is a subspace of C(dA) of codimension one and, in fact, that C(dA) 
is the span of S and log \z\. From these facts, it is clear that C(dA) is also the span 
of <5 and h(z), where we set 
* ( Z ) - 1 0 , \z\ = K0. 
We also need another characterization of <3. For this we define positive linear func-
tions Sj, y=0,1 , on C(dA) by 
2is 
S j ( f ) = (1/2TC) / f(Rj. eie) dd, j = 0,1. 
o 
J* . ' 
Note that if f(z)= y. a,zJ is a Laurent polynomial, then s0(f)=s1(f)=a0. 
j=-N 
Thus s0(f)=Sx(f) for all / in <3. Since S has codimension one in C(dA), it fol-
lows that 
<5 = {/£ C(dA): s 0 ( f ) = Sl(/)}. 
Note also that Sj(h)=j, j=0, 1. We fix these notations for the remainder of this 
section. 
We begin with the negative result. 
Theorem 4.3. There exists a rnital contractive map <p: R(A)-+MZ which is 
not completely contractive. 
Proof . By virtue of Proposition 4.1, it is sufficient to construct an F in 
(<3<g> Af2)+ which is not approximable by elements of h(<3+® 
We define F=(fij) as follows: 
MRie">) = f M e , e ) = 0, 
20/ti, O ^ d ^ n / 2 , 
2(n-0)ln, tt/2 =i 0 si 3n/2, 
2(0-2n)/n, 3ti/2 S 0 =§ 2;r, 
/M**) =fMei°) = 1, 
=fMe-ie) = 
Win, O s f l g n / 2 , 
8 (jr-0)/jt, 7 L / 2 = S 0 = A 7 R , 
0, i t s f l s 2 i i . 
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Note that s 0 ( f i j ) = s l ( f i i j ) and that F is positive at each point so that F is in 
(S®MI!)-t-. 
Fix e > 0 and suppose there exist g, in <S+ and P, in 1= 1,2, ...,n such 
that | | F - g g t P ^ B . Let 




hi = 0 /* ) / g / ( V ) d e , j = 0 ,1 ; / = 1, 2,..., n. 
n 
Note that ah0+bl-0=2s0(g,)=2sl(gt)=aKt+ bltx. 
Also let 
ir 2n 
AJ = ( 1/71) f F(Rje»)de, Bj = (1/n) / F(Rje»)d9, j = 0 ,1 , 
o n 
so that 
= (o o) • A ° = ( l /2 l \ ) ' ^ = (o 2) a n d B ° = ( _ \ / 2 ~ f ) • 
Note that 
WAj-ZaijPiW^e and \\Bj~2 b,,A\ e' J = 
since all are integrated over the same intervals. 
Let 2!P denote summation over those indices for which Re((P,)1 2)s0. We 
then have that 
( 2 > m 3 ) i i ^ (2a,,iPi)u < (^1)11+£ = 2+e 
and 
( 2 > / , 1^)22 ^ ( Z «(,1^)22 < (^1)22+2 = £• 
Since det(2 , pfli , i / ' i)s0, we have that 
Similarly, we find that 
However, since OSa / i 0Sa ( i l+& / > i , we see that 
^ . 0 ^ ) 1 2 ) s R e ( ( 2 f « ( / , ) 1 2 ) ^ Re ( (2 P («M+b/ , 1 ) ^ ) 1 2 ) < 2 / ( 2 + ^ 
Now, it is clear that for e sufficiently small, this contradicts the fact that 
« > \\A0-2 <>,,oP,\\ S «/,0^)12! = |l/2-CZ 
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This contradiction shows that h(<5+®M£) is not dense in ( S ® M2)+ which 
completes the proof of the Theorem. 
Before continuing let us make a remark. If <¡9 is a unital contractive linear map 
from S to Ms which is not completely contractive it is clear by Proposition 4.1 
that it is not two-contractive so that [|<p2ll >1. It may be true for the annulus al-
gebra R(A) that a unital two contractive linear <p must be completely contractive. 
Although the above techniques can be used in principle to resolve this problem, we 
have been unable to do it. 
We now turn our attention to a completely positive map from C(dA) to S 
related to that given in Lemma 2.1 which in the case of the annulus we can describe 
explicitly. 
T h e o r e m 4.4. The map g: C(dA)~*<5 defined by 
6(g) = [8+So(g)h+s1(g)(l-h)]/2 
is a unital, completely positive map with range S . 
Proof . The proof is straightforward. 
The explicit nature of q allows us to construct dilations, something like the 
^-dilations of [23]. Note in particular, that e(z")=z72 for nj*0. 
Theo rem 4.5. Let A={z: /io^lzls^} be a spectral set for T in £(£). 
Then there is a Hilbert space and a normal operator N on Si with a(N)QdA 
such that 
Tn = 2iV\TB|§, n* 0, and (R*+R$/2 = P6N*N\%. 
Moreover, if ft is the smallest reducing subspace for N containing then N is unique 
up to unitary equivalence. 
Proof . Let i/r be the unital contractive homomorphism from R(A) to £ (§ ) 
defined by 1K/ )= /CO and $ the positive extension of \f/ from S to £(§) . If we let 
(p=ij/oQ, then (p is a unital positive map from C(dA) to £ (§ ) and hence is a unital 
completely positive map. Applying Stinespring's Theorem to q> we obtain a Hilbert 
space and a *-homomorphism n: C(dA)—£(&) such that <p(-)=Psn(-) 
Let N=n(z) so that N is normal, o(N)QdA, and 
2P9N'\§ = o e(z") = ij/iz") = T\ 
Also since \z\2=(Rl-R$)h(z)+R% we have that 
Pf,N*N = $0 e{(Rl-R*)h(z)+R*) = (M+Rdl2. 
Finally, the uniqueness statement comes from the uniqueness of a minimal 
Stinespring representation. 
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Note added in proof. Recently Jim Agler in "Rational Dilation on an Annulus" 
(Ann. Math., 121 (1985), 537—564) has proven that every operator for which the 
annulus A is a spectral set, possesses a dA-noimal dilation. 
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